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Manual Summary
Intended audience
This manual is intended for individuals coaching competitive soccer players in the Learning to
Train phase of the Long Term Athlete Development model (LTPD), which includes ages U8 –
U12.

Contents
This manual contains three parts:

1. Expectations





Homework: individual homework exercises for Academy players
Bago: keep away played at the start of training
Habits:
Technical expectations outline specific standards expected of Cobras in the
Learning to Train age groups.
o



This includes concepts such as dribbling moves to learn, habits to enforce in
the players, etc.
Tactical expectations outline specific standards regarding tactical concepts that all
Cobra coaches should adhere to, regardless of personal preference.

2. Testing
Juggling tests and standard scores attained by past cobra players.

3. Appendices




Appendix A—Session Plans
o

Includes ―staple‖ exercises for both technical and tactical development with which
all players should become familiar during these ages.

o

A 15 session plan is also included for coaches who wish to use it.

Appendix B—LTPD write-up

i
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LTPD overview
A great overview of the Long Term Player Development plan for the Learning to train
phase can be found on the OSA website at:
http://ontariosoccer.net/Portals/11/LTPD/Physical%20Literacy%20%20Provincial%20Curriculum%20-%20LEARNING%20TO%20TRAIN%20-%20web.pdf
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Focal points of LTPD in Learning to Train:
Take from OSA’s Learning to Train document. You’ll note that these guide the
remainder of the manual, and CUSC’s approach to coaching these age groups.
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Expectations
This section outlines various exercises, skills and habits that we hold our academy
players accountable to. These are excellent for any level of player or coach to
incorporate as well.

Technical homework:
These exercises are expected of our Academy level players. Cobra and development
league players can also participate in these exercises, and the exercises can also be
incorporated into portions of your practices. The videos can be found here:
http://www.cumberlandsoccer.com/Corner/playerscorner/index_E.html
Training:
As players arrive, our club would like to have a habit of having players play ―Keep-away‖
or as we call it in Europe ―Bago‖. In a small square (10x10 meters) start with 3v1, 4v1,
5v1, up to 5v2 or 6v2.
CUSC Bago Rules:

-

-

-

Players on the outside try to complete
as many passes as possible without
the player(s) in the middle touching
the ball.
Whoever loses the ball, switches with
the player in the middle.
When 2 players are in the middle,
whoever has been in longest comes
out of the middle, regardless of which
of the 2 defenders won/touched the
ball.
The first pass is always free.
Every 10 passes we often give the
defenders a quick exercise to do (ie:
summersault) while the outside
players continue passing.

Each training session is to include a minimum of 30 minutes of technical work
(passing/receiving, dribbling, shooting repetitions)
Juggling
Juggling means keeping the ball up with your feet or thighs without letting it drop.
Players should above all work on their feet, and should not focus on juggling with their
thighs nearly as much.


Juggling standards are outlined in the corresponding charts noted in Testing
on page 18.
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Individual Habits: These are habits that players should learn at an early age, and
incorporate in their game automatically while playing.

Checking away – moving/spreading out to create space before moving to the ball
Communicating – receiver asks for the ball, passer gives instruction (ie: man-on,
Turn, etc.
Looking around before you receive – ―check your shoulder‖, know what’s behind
you so you can make a quicker and better decision.
Receive sideways on in the majority of situations.
Focus on your first touch being just the right distance away and in the
direction that you’re going (first touch is moving).
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SAQ (Speed, Agility and Quickness)
Minimum once per week, 10 minutes dedicated to speed, agility, and quickness
exercises at maximum effort. These include:


Full speed explosive exercises completed at top speed and quickness
o



From a practical perspective, there is only one consistent way to get
young players to push themselves to their ―top speed‖ and that is by
making them race.

For details, see the SAQ session on the Cumberland website and related
video.

Dribbling
Players are expected to dribble the ball with all major surfaces of both feet:


Soles



Outside of foot



Inside of foot



Laces

This is to be completed each practice as part of a warm-up or technical work.
Players are expected to become familiar with the following 1v1 moves (using both feet):


Scissor (single and double)



Step over



Roll-Step-Over



Elastico (outside-inside)



Inside-outside (Mathews)



Roll-Scissor



Ronaldo Chop

Players are expected to become familiar with the following turns:


Cutting away from players with both feet (inside of the foot and outside of the
foot)



Step over turn



Cruyff turn

Shooting
Players are expected to complete a finishing component once per week.
Players should be comfortable:


Striking a dead ball with the laces of both feet
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Striking a moving ball with the laces of both feet



Curving shots with the insides or outsides of both feet



Striking straight and side volleys



Understanding ―composure‖ in front of goal
o

Includes how to look up at the goal keeper (GK) position and make a
smart decision to finish.

By U11, players should have a well-rounded arsenal of shots. Players should be
encouraged to demonstrate composure and creativity, using the right shot at the right
time.
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Tactical
All tactics implemented are expected to promote possession with direction. Keeping the
ball as much as possible, but going forward accurately whenever possible.
The following standards for formations, positional play and style are mandated by the
club for U9-U10 players.
7v7 Formation
As a club we will aim to teach the game in a 2-3-1 formation (D-M-F)
1-2-3-1

Rationale for 2-3-1:







Width and Depth are clearly provided
A central midfielder with a clear task is in place (hold the middle)
Defenders are expected to defend 1v1, as well as to learn how to cooperate as a
defensive pairing, shifting side to side, and pushing up with the play.
The GK is expected to be involved in the play and used to keep possession and
switch the point of attack when appropriate
The roles of each player are simple and clear:
o GK saves, stays connected with the team up the field, and is expected to
play almost as a sweeper when possible
o 2 defenders defend together, and learn to pressure and cover for one
another
o Wide players provide width and get up and down the field
o Center mid holds the middle, always shows for the ball and makes good
angles to keep possession of the ball and move forward. He aims to
switch the play often, or play forward when possible.
o The striker provides depth and a central scoring option.
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9v9: a 3-4-1 formation is recommended. Flat 3 back system, with 2 wide mids and 2
central mids (either side by side or one defensive and one attacking), and a single
striker.

Rationale for 3-4-1:
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With 3 backs the player will learn how to stay connected as a back line, moving
up and down and side to side with the play in line. Players are still asked to
defend 1v1.
With 4 mids there is ample width provided in our play, and 2 players are more
able to control the middle of the field than formations which only use 1 CM.
Strikers will be used to playing alone from the 2-3-1 formation used at 7-a-side.
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Other Tactical Considerations:
Positions
Players will naturally have certain positions which they prefer. However it is expected
within the U9 – U10 age categories that players:


Play a minimum of two positions on a regular basis



At some point throughout the season try each position

Playing Style
A possession game with technical play is expected:


Includes both passing and dribbling



Dribbling is encouraged more so in the attacking third

Note: Players are not to boot the ball away under pressure at any time.

Players are expected to:


Pass



Dribble



Shoot

But never to ―kick‖ the ball in the general direction of the opposing team’s end.
Do not encourage a ―great boot‖ from players in the back, and even the general term
―kick‖ should be avoided.
Reinforce this concept with parents.

Goal keepers are expected to


Look to pass or roll the ball to the feet of an open team mate



Only punt the ball as a last option

Communication: A staple in all CUSC players will be their communication on the field.
Every exercise, drill and game should include communication. This is to be reinforced
continuously until it becomes automatic. The most basic commands should be:


Turn



Time



Man on (don’t turn)



Asking for each pass by name
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Other Tactical Considerations
Through U8 – U12, players should develop the following tactical understanding.

With possession
Players progress from being able to retain the ball as an individual to being able to keep
the ball as a team using triangles and diamonds (width and depth).
By U11 players are expected to understand the importance of wing play, and when to
take players on as opposed to playing back to support.
In addition, players are expected to understand:


Near and far post runs



Support and how to create supporting angles in all areas of the field



How to ―switch‖ the point of attack from one wing to the other, and how to do
so through the centre-mid or the centre-back



When to play to feet and when to play into space



Communication, including the use of ―time‖ and ―man-on‖ commands



Overlaps and covering for one another (for example when a defender makes
a run forward)



Playing 4v4 with outstanding shape, but with fluid interchange of positions

The goal keeper should be used whenever appropriate to retain possession and switch
the point of attack.


Players should be comfortable passing the ball back to their keeper when it is
appropriate.

Coaches are expected to implement interchange of positions in these age categories.
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Without Possession
Players are expected to understand the:


Importance of timing, and angles of pressuring the ball carrier



Concept of defensive support
o

The first player pressures the ball, the second player supports him/her



Importance of man to man marking in and around the penalty area



Importance of pressuring any opponent who is in a position to shoot

Players by U11 are also expected to know how to pressure a player/team in a certain
direction.

The goal keeper supports the defence by sometimes playing ―high‖ up the field.


Communication is encouraged from the goal keeper at all times.
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Testing: U9-U11 Cobras
Juggling Test
Players have one minute to complete as many consecutive juggles as possible in
several juggling categories.
If a player starts juggling and gets six juggles, he/she uses the remainder of the minute
to beat six. The best streak is recorded.


Open Juggling: Any body part can be used.



Feet only: Only feet can be used. If the ball bumps the player’s chest or thigh in
the process, he may continue, but doesn’t count that touch towards the total.
Weak/Strong Leg only: The thigh and foot of only the players’ strong or weak
leg.
Headers: Only headers.




Technical Standards Summary
Below are the standards and benchmarks collected over
past years across the club.
Juggling
The ―standard‖ represents the average result of the
stronger group in any given category. The standard is
what is expected for each player to achieve.
The ―strong‖ is what players could aim to achieve.

Juggling
Open
U9
Strong
20
Standard
12
U10 Strong
30
Standard
15
U11 Strong
50
Standard
30
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Boys - 2013
Feet
Weak
Strong
Only
Leg
Leg
Headers
15
9
20
6
8
5
8
4
20
10
25
6
10
7
10
4
25
12
30
12
15
8
14
7
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Juggling
U9
Strong
Standard
U10 Strong
Standard
U11 Strong
Standard

Open
8
5
10
7
20
10

Girls - 2013
Feet
Weak
Only
Leg
8
4
10
6
10
7

Strong
Leg
5
3
6
4
8
6

Headers
5
4
8
5
12
7

4
3
5
4
6
5
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Appendix A - CUSC Learning to Train Session
Plans
Session 1: - 1v1 defending
1. 3v1, 4v1, 4v2 (5mins)
2. Everton Dribbling moves: scissor, double scissor, elastico (20mins)
a. Progress to Throw-ins

2. SAQ – ladder work (10mins)

3. 1v1’s diagonally (defending focus on speed and angle of pressure), attackers
encouraged to be creative and use moves. Turn this into a tournament at the end. (2530mins)

4. Scrimmage with positions. Goals can be scored in the goal, as well as by beating a
player using a move. (20mins)
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Session 2: 1v1
1. 3v1, 4v1, 4v2 (5mins)
2. Inside/Outside of the foot receiving exercise (20 mins)

a. Progress to smaller first touch followed by moves
b. Progress to throw-ins
c. Progress to finishing on goal
3. SAQ – slalom sprints (5 mins)
4. Straight 1v1’s – coach serves into players (20 mins)

5. Scrimmage – points are scored by scoring on goal, or by pulling a move on someone and
dribbling past them. (20 mins)
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Session 3: 2v2 defending
1. 3v1, 4v1, 4v2 (5mins)
2. ABC dribbling work (25 mins)

3. SAQ – ladder work (5 mins)
4. 2-player defending shape (15 mins)

5. 2v2 live – play starts with defending team passing the ball to the attackers, and then
immediately defending. (20-30 mins) You can turn this into a tournament if need be, to
make the intensity rise.

6. Scrimmage with two defenders, and a long field (ideally full field 7v7, or with small
numbers, play a 2-1-2 formation). Watch for defensive shape of the back 2. Also watch
the defensive shape of the forwards and mids… one pressuring, and the other
supporting. (20mins)
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Session 4: 2v2 and 3v2’s
1. 3v1, 4v1, 4v2 (5mins)
2. 1v1 moves at flags (or cones) – groups of 3 or 4… scissor, elastico, Ronaldo chop, pull
back (20-30 mins)

3. SAQ (5 mins)
4. 3v2 continuous attack – first pressure has to be in a direction, either pushing the ball
carrier towards the side line, or towards the supporting defender. (20 mins)

a. Depending on ability, progress to 3v3. One defender starts higher than the other
two, again with pressure in a direction. (20 mins)

5. Scrimmage with positions – allow the defensive team to play out of the back, and then
work on pressuring the team in one direction or another, and defending as a team. (20
mins)
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Session 5: Turning - switching the point of attack – G.A.G.
1. 3v1, 4v1, 4v2 (5mins)
1. 4-goal game with each team defending two goals…
encourage switching the point of attack, opening up
when possible, turning and looking to finish.
(20mins)

2. Four players switching warm-up. Can be done inside of the 2-touch passing grid –
include dribbling moves. (20 mins)

3. Scrimmage with wide zones – teams must get
the ball into a wide zone before scoring… if
you get the ball into both zones without losing
possession in between, then that’s a goal as
well. (20mins)
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Session 6: Switching the point of attack – turning the ball
1. 3v1, 4v1, 4v2 (5mins)
2. Y-dribbling to passing to finishing warm-up (15-20)
a. SAQ’s in Y-Pattern
b. Review moves – scissor, elastico, introduce Ronaldo Chop and pull back,
c. Introduce turns with back to goal (across the body, outside of the foot, fakes) –
players must check away, ask for the pass and be moving towards the ball as it
arrives.

Finishing Progression: (15-20)

3. SAQ – Ladder work (5 mins)
4. 2v2+2 Possession (20-30)
a. Look for the 2 players in the middle to keep their width as a starting position, in
order to create diamond.

5. 4v4 with stress on width and depth (diamond shape)
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Session 7: Shielding – playing back to goal
1. 3v1, 4v1, 4v2 (5mins)
2. Technical Olympics:

A: 10 x 1 touch passes in each square
B: 10 x 1 touch passes with laces
rd
C: 3 volleys back to hands in the first 2, 3 volleys back and forth in the 3
D: Various
juggling
routines catered to the caliber of your players. This
3. Technical
Olympics
can literally be done with U8 players as well as national team players, but
you will have to pick out the right skills to make it challenging, but to make
success possible… that’s what makes it fun.

4. Shielding battles in pairs (5-10 mins) – this is for SAQ as well as it’s done at top speed.

5. SAQ’s – ball races: two lines race to get a ball from the coach and bring it back to the next player
in line, who brings it back to the coach, and returns for the next player to repeat again. Once all
players have gone, the race is over. Start with carrying the ball in the hands, and progress to
dribbling it with feet.

6. 1v1 finishing with back to goal (20-30 mins) – this can become a tournament

7. Scrimmage – every out of bounds starts back with the coach who has all the balls at the
half way line. Coach tries to put players into situations where they are required to shield
the ball or play with their back to goal. (20 mins)
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Session 8: Shielding the ball
1. 3v1, 4v1, 4v2 (5mins)
1. Dribbling in a square – commands, races to corners, shielding from coaches, or players.
(20-30 mins)

Note: When coach calls out a colour,
players race to that coloured square. Ask
them to use different skills on their way to
that square (i.e. you can even try juggling
to the square etc.).
2. SAQ – slaloms ( include agility exercises – summersaults, rolls, spins, etc)

(5-10 mins)

3. Pressure Gauntlet. Players must not ―show the ball‖ even as they dribble, so they should
dribble with the opposite foot from the defender, even if he/she is very close. (15-20
mins)

4. 3-goal game – Two wide, and one in the center that is worth two goals. Each team
defends three goals and attacks three goals). (20-30 mins)
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Session 9: Give and go’s
1. 3v1, 4v1, 4v2 (5mins)
2. Circle warm-up: include give and go’s (20-25 mins)

Note:
Thevariation
―give andmeans
go‖ variation
playerpasses
on the the
inside
ball
*the “give
and go”
a playermeans
on theainside
ballpasses
out to athe
player
out
to
a
player
on
the
outside,
and
the
two
players
perform
a
give
and
go.
The
on the outside, and the two players perform a give and go. The player who started on the
player
started
the inside
takes thewith,
place
of that
the player he
combined
inside takes
thewho
place
of theon
player
he combined
and
dribbles
off towith,
find
and mate
that player
dribbles
off to find a new team mate to combine with.
a new team
to combine
with.
3. SAQ – ladder work (5 mins)
4. Give and go gauntlet (15-20 mins)
a. Start with a coach as the wall passer, and if need be, a flag as a ―defender‖
b. Build up to adding a real defender, and having a player as the wall passer
c. Allow the player in the square to eventually move all over (playing off the
defenders shoulder)

5. Game with 1 or 2 neutral midfielders (neutrals wear a different color, and always play with
the attacking team). Goals are scored on goal, or by doing a give and go. With
younger/weaker groups, you can introduce the neutral by using a coach as the neutral
first, and then letting a player take over the role. (20-30 mins)
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Session 10: Give and go’s
1. 3v1, 4v1, 4v2 (5mins)
2. Line passing warm-up – moves, passes, give and go’s (watch the angles) – 20 mins

3. SAQ ladder work (5 mins)
4. 2v1 Double Gauntlet: Once players are comfortable with the regular give and go gauntlet
(this might not be in the same session), progress to 2v1 double gauntlet. (20 mins)

5. 2v2 flying changes (20-30 mins)

6. Scrimmage – goals are given for a give and go, as well as for regular goals.(20 mins)
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Session 11: 4v4 (holding shape, and using support) (G.A.G)
1. 3v1, 4v1, 4v2 (5mins)
2. 2v2+2: Look for the 2 players in the middle to keep their width as a starting position, in
order to create a diamond. (20-30 mins)

3. A – Easier variation – U9 and U10 (20-25 mins)

B – Advanced variation – U11 or top U10: Diamond shaped finishing patterns – first
player goes left, next player goes right. (20-25 mins)

4. 4v4 – focus on shape, always having support, width, and depth. U11’s should progress
to interchanging positions fluidly, without losing shape completely.
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Session 12: Possession (holding shape)
1. 3v1, 4v1, 4v2 (5mins)
2. Two players switching warm-up with interchanging balls in the middle… checking the
shoulder – don’t progress to B unless the players are comfortable with A. (20-25 mins)

1. Reaction races: simple races where the players React to colors audibly, and then
visually and race to the appropriately colored cone or gate (5 mins)
2. A – 3-team possession (Beginner – U9) (20-30 mins)

B – 3-team possession (Advanced – U10-U11). Defending team scores on goals, two
teams work together to make the best sequence of passing. Focus is first on
SPREADING OUT… HEELS ON THE TOUCH LINE, with one CM who is looking to
sit in the ―pocket‖ behind the first pressure. (20-30 mins)

3. Scrimmage – holding shape, must find the midfielder before scoring.
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Session 13: transition - Possession to attack
1. 3v1, 4v1, 4v2 (5mins)
2. Line warm-up: moves at cones, with switching balls in the middle (groups of 4-5 players)
a. Simple progression (U9-U10) – as in session 10 (20-30 mins)

b. Advanced (U10-U11) – add two moves in a row and exchange balls in the middle
(20-30 mins)

3. SAQ slaloms (5 mins)
4. End zone possession (20-30 m)

Note: For weaker groups (U9-U10), start with a 2v2+2 variation, where a player
from each team is designated in the end zones, and cannot be tackled. This
will guarantee a degree of ―spreading out‖, and will force teams to always have
support and depth. Eventually however, teach the kids to do this without being
forced.

5. Triangle possession – four triangles, possession with goals scored by dribbling through
the triangles.
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Session 14: Transition attack to defense
1.
2.
3.
4.

3v1, 4v1, 4v2 (5mins)
Technical Testing (either 20-30 mins, or do as station format with the next exercises)
SAQ races (5 mins)
1v1 flying changes (20 mins)

8. CSA Tennis – winning the ball clean (20 mins)
a. Look for players to check their shoulder, and whenever possible to open up with
their first touch and look to switch the ball from side to side.
b. Progress to making 3-4 passes and then dribbling across to score.

5. Scrimmage (20-30 mins)
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Session 15: Finishing and attacking at speed
1. 3v1, 4v1, 4v2 (5mins)
2. SAQ ladders (5 mins)
3. Y-pattern warm-up (20 mins)

4. Progress to Y-pattern finishing (10-15 mins)

5. 3v3 flying changes (20 mins)

6. Scrimmage (20 mins)
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Appendix B – Learning to Train (from LTPD)
Children begin to identify with famous players and
successful teams, and they want to learn
imaginative skills. Skill demonstration is very
important, and the players learn best by ―doing.‖
Players move from being self-centered to selfcritical, and they have a high arousal level during
basic skills training. This is also an important time
to teach basic principles of play and to establish a
training ethic and discipline. Repetitions are
important to develop technical excellence, but
creating a fun and challenging environment is still
essential for stimulating learning.
This stage is an optimal window for trainability of
speed, flexibility and skills, and physical training
should focus on developing these qualities.
Technical training focuses on building a greater
repertoire of soccer related movements within the
context of basic soccer games.
Tactical training is designed to develop field
awareness and encourage decision making.
Players should be taught simple combinations,
marking, and running into space. Mental aspects
of training are intended to develop each player’s
intrinsic motivation through fun and enjoyment
that foster a desire to play.
All players play equal time and try all team
positions, including goalkeeping, and the training
to competition ratio should be 2 to 3 training
sessions for every game. Other sports continue to
play a role, both for variety and cross-training, but
the balance now begins to shift firmly in favor of
soccer. (from LTPD)

For a Full PDF version of the entire Long Term Player Development
Program, please visit:
http://www.canadasoccer.com/wellness/Wellness_CoupeDuMonde.asp
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